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MR. FRANK S. IRISH: There is much misunderstanding of the math-
ematics of rates of retur_ and a Jot of use and abuse of terminology.
Numerical precision is not greatly important in project analysis.
Generally, we are dealing with numbers that _re on]_ vaguely accurate,
and insisting or.. mathematical precision is foolish. On the other hand,
a misunderstanding _f a particular aspect of the mathematics of rate of
return can cause major difficulties.

The most commonly used measure is the internal rate of return (IRR).

The concept essentially involves so]ring a present-value equation. A
key aspect of IRR is that the data used are limited to cash-flow end

cash-equivalent items. Things such as the asset value of buildings,
amount of depreciatier,, and deferred expense items have no place in an
IRR calculation. IRP. looks directly at the cash-flow effects of the
projection on the organization. Once the cash-flow projections have
been determined, it's relatively simple mathematically to solve for the
rate nf return that equates the present value of cash flows tc zero.

Another generally used measure is return on equity (ROE). This

measure looks at capita] outlays from the point of view of an investment
officer who is putting the company's money into a venture of some sort.
In this case, the amount and timing of the investment and the amour_t

*Mr. Bauer, not a member of the Society, is Director of Data

Processing Planning of General A_erican Life Insurance Company.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

and timing of the investment and the amount and timing of the
dividends returned are the key elements of the equation. The equity
the investment builds up is also important.

Payback period is another measure of return often referer_ced in the
literature. Although much simpler and ruc]imentary than the IRR and
ROE, it is still inlpcrtant for the practitioner to 1_nderstand. The
pa_Tback period simply involves determining the number of years it
takes to recoup the initialinvestment without interest. It is possible to
translate the payback period into at least a rough interal rate of retllrn
measure. As such, it can be used as a rule of thumb for at ]east some

preliminary evaluation of projects.

One of the important differences betwee_ ROE and TRP, is that the
former is constructecl in terms of am external ve1_ture into which we p_it
capita] from time to tinle. Not all of the capita] _s peeded ]mr_.ediately;
some is set aside as "working capital." When the venture begins to
produce profits, not all the profits are inlreediate]ypaid back to the
investor; s_n_e stay on as 'rrel:ainedearnings, '_which is another form of
working capital. ROE is constructed to address the question of
whether the working eapii_d is well :,ar,aged, which ";:_somethi_-,gthat
would bc importan* in _,n extern.a! venture. But in IRR, for internal
projects, we don't include a working capital concept; ra_her we assume
the projecl uses only th{ capital it needs at the moment.

A misconception often exists that IRR is a multiyear rate of return, and
ROE is a single-year rate of return. I don't agree with this. I view
them both as beieg, in essence, multivest discounting concepts.

Another rate of return in freq1:ent use is return on investment (P.OI).
This is similar to KOE except that the debt capital as well as investment

capita] enters into the equation.

New developments in rate of returr_ calculations have taken these
measures and adapted them so that they. are appropriate for use in life
insurance pricing and financial analysis of life inst:rance companies.
These adaptations generally work by way of bringing in a measure of

required surplus (that is, the insurance and investment risks iuvolved
in the venture) in order to achieve a rate of return appropriate for
insurance but comparable to those n_easures use_'.,outside of insurance.
A discussion of these adaptations, although interestipg, is probably
outside of o*.,rtopic for today. We are going to assume that, for
purposes of project e_alysis and capital budgeting, our principal
r,;casure is the IRR.

An equally useful way of looking at a project is the net present value
(NPV) approach. This involves taking the IRR equation and turning it
around so it becomes an t-!P\'equation. This is then used to evaluate
present values in terms of a standard target rate of return (often
knowrl as the hurdle rate). The NPV approach doe._;not seem to have
caught on in corporate decision making, probably because rates of
return seem intuitively more plausible and useful. Nonetheless, the

NPV approach has much to recommend it. For example, !RR equations
can _un into solution difficulties in cases where the rate ef return is
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CAPITAL BUDGETING/EVALUATION OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

close to a singularity. One can even devise cases where the equation
has multiple solutions. NPV is also extremely useful because, unlike
the rate of return measures, it produces an additive result. That is,
the NPV for project A and NPV for project B add up to the NPV for
project A plus project B. The mathematical complications resulting from
combinations of projects can sometimes produce strange results if one is
working strictly with rates of return. Finally, NPV is an excellent tool
to have in one's pocket as a fellback position. When rate of return
calculations seem to produce illogical results, one can ofte_ use NPV
methods to analyze the situation and come closer to the truth, To put
it another way, the NPV approach is less subject to some of the common
errors that may occur (error in understanding or perception) than is
the case with rate of return methods.

An important concept lying behind these methods is opportunity cost.
7he phrase opportunity cost emphasizes that, in project evaluation, we
are not trying to determine a rate of return abstractly. Rather, we
are looking at alternative uses of our resources as the measure against
which we will compare the costs of this particular project. The
opportunity cost concept can reveal important insight into project
values. In can, of course, be an extremely difficult concept to apply,
since it may require knowledge of alternative uses of resources deeply
embedded in the company's strategic approach. In its simplest
application, the opportunity cost approach for a life insurance company
is a matter of assuming that if a company doesn't do a proposed
project, it would take the money and invest it in high Quality corporate
bonds. This becomes the default alternative. If we start with the kind

of return the company would obtain from an investment of that kind, we
can get an idea as to the rate of return the company might require
from a proposed project.

This simple concept, however, runs into at least two difficulties in
practice. One is the impact of federal income taxes. Under the 1959
Tax Act, a marginal tax should be deducted from the bond rate of

return. U:_der the new tax law, this is still the case, although there
are complications. The second problem is that, although these concepts
are pure cash-flow concepts, in practice, you can't always get
everything into pure cash-flow terms. An example is the charge-back

of computer time, which is likely to be based on depreciation and all
sorts of noncash items. All you can do is try to devise simple rules
that approximate the cash-flow effect on the company.

A sophisticated approach to defining a hurdle rate might account for
the effect of project expenses on surplus. Using surplus should
generally carry a higher price tag than using assets. The cost of
using surplus is something pricing actuaries are usua11-f familiar with,
and it might be worthwhile for project managers to go to them in order
to learn what the appropriate rate might be. In any case, the objective
is to come up with an opportunity cost that is appropriate in the
context of your company's particular situation.

Generally, project analysis should be carried out within a framework of
"capital budgeting." This phrase can mean anything from a simple
desire to do good project analysis, all the way up to a completely
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separate system of budgeting, cutting across all operating departments.
I usually mean the latter when I speak of "capital budgeting."

It is particularly true in the insurance industry that our accounting
practices push us in the direction of expensing everything; that is,
counting all spending as a current expense. Our budget systems
reflect this and, as a result, reward the maneger who works only on
projects with near-term payoffs and ignores those with greater
long-term significance. A separate capital budget can avoid this
problem and allow a manager to put resources into long-term objectives
without breaching his operating budget guidelines.

Capital budgeting systems are expensive, particularly in terms of
management time allotted to them. Top management has got to believe in
this in order to make it work. In other words, top mavagement has to
feel that one-budget (or operational budget) systems lead to significant
misallocation of company resources.

A formal capital budgeting system will treat project approval as a
corporate concern. It,an operational budget system, the decision might
have been made at the departmental level. Centralizing project
approval is necessary and has its advantages, but it does take the
focus of the process away from those who are most familiar with the
advantages of the project. V/ritten project documents and committees of
various kinds consequently proliferate.

To manage this process and to achieve good decisions on projects is
obviously difficult. In theory, every project (including not only data
processing projects, but also new product ventures and research
projects) is competing for funds with every other project in the
company. This is an ideal for which we should strive but one which we
will never completely achieve. Unfortunately, management systems
designed to deal with complex situations rarely achieve their ideal.

Implicit in this discussion is the concept of an overall cap on the
amount to be spent on projects. There are certain nenmonetary
considerations that may place limits on certain projects, such as the
number of programmers and systems analysts. But beyond this,
management is going to want an overall monetary limit. This can arise
from real financial considerations, or it might simply be a matter of

disliking en unlimited development budget. The debate on the budget
cap can be revealing in terms of management attitudes and corporate
strategies. An advantage of a formal capital budgeting system is that
it forces this decision to be explicit. The decision makers, at the

corporate level, will be conscious of the trade-off between a budget
limit and the projects the company must forego.

Using this type of budget limits leads to various ways of rationing
capital within the company. One of the most obvious is to raise the
required rate of return. This will make all projects compete against

one another, but the idea of raising and lowering hurdle rates in order
to control overall spending is difficult to implement. Nonetheless, it is
valid to let the availability of funds have some influence over the choice
of hurdle rate.
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Finally, an essential part of a capital budgeting system is the
post-audit (or follow-up) process. The prime purpose of the post-audit
is not to stop projects that have gotten out of hand, although that can
sometimes happen. Nor is the object to take corrective action, since
other monitoring systems can usually do this better. Rather, a review
of costs at the end of the development phase and of benefits a few
years after implementation can serve as one of the few checks we have
on the capital budgeting process itself. After all, capital budgeting
starts from assuming that sow.eone can reasonably estimate project
costs. We knew this really isn't so, and all capital budgeting systems
have the problem of revising project budgets halfway into the project.
But to the extent that we can check on our decision making process
after the fact, we gain insight into what are, after all, some difficult
decisions.

MR. RICtl/_RD A. BAUER: Take the particular situation involving a
string of disk drives that were originally purchased in April 1983 for a
cost of $222,493. The depreciation method used on the books for this
string of disk drives is the five-year sum-of-digits. There is a need
in June 1985 to procure a string of new D model disk drives at a cost
cd $200,247.

The alternatives include the purchase of the new string of disk drives
or a two-year lease-back of the original string of disks, and leasing the
new string of disks for three years. The genera] _dea behind this
particuiar lease psckage is that we can rid ourselves of the older
technolog-] disk in two years, and obtain for the next three years a
bargain lease r_te for the new disk.

Input Data

Cur tax rate will be 36.8 percent. We will use vn investment tax credit
(IS'G) rate of l0 percent. 3'he after-tax new-money rate for this
example will be 6.75 percent. The lease alternative will include a
._.5,618 monthly lease for the existing equipment beginnicg June 1985 for
a 24-month period and a $],040 lease for the new technology disk
beginning June 1985 for a 36-month period. The leases have no
purchr, se option and, at the end ef the lease period, the equipment
either is leased for an additienal period or returned t_ the leasing
company. In order to keep the purchase alternative arid the lease
alternative on an equal footing, we will sell the e:.-isting equipment and
needed equipment at the end of the lease period for 20 percent and
40 percent of their initial purchase value, respectively.

The Purchase Alternative -- Tax Effects

For tax purposes, we always used the accelerated cost recovery system

(AGP,S) depreciation method. The majority of data processing
equipment has a depreciation life of live years with the yearly

depreciation amount being 15 percent and 22 percent, followed by three
]fears of 21 percent each. The AGF.S depreciation method is used

generally only for tax purposes. On the regular company books_ the
method used reay be sum-of-digJts or straight-line depreciation. The
AGES depreciMion rule states that the fu]! ]5 percent first-year
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depreciation is taken in the fh-st calendar year regardless of the month
of purchase. This means 15 percent is taken in the year of purchase
regardless of whether the purchase was made c.n January 2 or December
31. The second ACRS depreciation rule states that there is no
depreciation allowed in the year of sale, regardless of the month of
sa]e. Thus, if a piece of equipment was purchased in December and
sold just thirteen months later ii_ January, the depreciation allowed
would be 37 percent (two years). Similarly, if a piece of equipment
was bought in January and so]({ thirty-five months later, the s_r._e 37
percent depreciation would be allowed. Note the depreciation a!]owe0 is
calculated considering caler, dar time _rd length ot ownership. Tn these
two cases, two years' depreciation was M]owed even w_th such different
time periods.

Ar:other important consideration is the gain on sale, which equals the
resale value r.ninus the tax book value. The amourt of value o_n d_e

regular company books, perhaps usmg the sum-of-digit or straight-Une
method, has _'-o bearing on the gain or s_:le for tax p_rposes_

The Purchase Alternative -- Cash Flows

Exhibits i and 2 illustrate the cash flows for the firsl alternative. The

depreciation for the old equipment from Ds purchase date of April 1983
to June 1985 is shown for c]arSty. In 1983, the equipment existed for
nine months and we prorated the ]5 percent depreciation over those
nine months, that's the $3,708. There was also an investment ta,c

credit in April 1983 of $ZZ,249 and a purchase price of 5722,403.
Again, all of the data before June 1985 is shown just for clarity and
has no part in the present-value ar_alysis.

The alternatives we wish to consider begin in June 1985. Columv D
shows the ACRS depreciation through December 1986 for the etynipment
purchased in April !983 and that we will sell in June 1987. Column E
shows three years' ACRS depreciation for the years ]985 through 1987.
Since we are selling that equipment in Jur, e 1988, there is no
depreciation after the end of 1987. Column F shows the gain on sale
for the selling of the equipment in June ]987 and June ?988. Again,
that is the resale value minus the accumulated ACRS depreciation.
Column G is just a total of columns D, E, and F. These totals are not
cash flows, but they do produce a tax effect shown in column H. The
Juv.e 1985 total tax effect of negative $8, ]85 produces a positive
cash-flow tax effect of $3,0]2. These tax effects are true cash flows.

The purchase of the new equipment will produce an investment tax
credit of $20,025. This is equal to 10 percent of the purchase price of
the equipment. Since we are not keepi_g the equipment for the full
five-year depreciation schedule, _here is art ITC recapture which is a
negative cash flow in June 1987 and June 1988. In our particular case,
this is a return of 20 percent of the ITC on the older technology
equipment and 40 percent of the ITC on the newer technology
equipment. Of course, the purchase of the new equipment in June 1985
creates a negative cash flow of $Z00,247, and the sale price for the
older and the newer techi, ology equipment produces positive cash flows
in June 1087 and June 1988 of $44,499 and $80,099, respectively,
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EXIIIBIT 1

......................................... PURCHASE.................................................................
DEPREC OEPREC

EQUIPMENT EOUIPffEN_ GA|N ON IOTAL lAX PURCHASE/ C_SH SU_ CASH PRESENT |U_ PAR9
flON|HS ONE _NO SALE TAx EFF EFFE£T5 IIC SALE PRICE FLOM FLOM VALUE VALUE

............................................................................................................................

8- H- K.
£ P E F BUnID..FI -B.£3X I J BUM(H,.J) L R N

....................... . ....................................................................................................

I 04-83 (3.700) (3,7001 22.249 1222.4931
2 05°83 13,7081 (3,700l
3 Ob-B_ 13,7q8) 13o7081

4 07-81 (3,7081 (3.70B|

5 08-83 (3,7081 13,7C8)
6 05-03 (3,708) (3.7¢8!

7 IO-B3 (3,7001 (3,73LI
0 ll-8_ (3,708) (3,7¢B)
9 12-03 (3,7081 (3,7G81

|0 0[-84 (4,079) (4.079)

If 02-04 (4,0791 14,O771

12 03-84 (4t0791 (4,07_)
13 04-H4 (4,0791 14,0791
14 05-84 14,0791 1q,0791
Is 06-84 (4.01"1 (4,0791

16 07-84 (4,0791 (4,G79)
17 00-04 (4,0791 (4,O771
I| 09-84 (4,0791 (4,0791

19 10-04 (4,O791 (4.O791
20 Ii'lt ((,0791 (4,O79)
21 12-84 14.0791 (4.C79)
22 01-05 (3,8941 (3,8941

23 02-B5 (3,0941 13,8941
24 05-05 13.0941 (3,094)

25 04-0S (3,094) (3,8941
2& 0_-8_ ¢3,8941 (3.894)



EXHIBI_ _ 2

......................................... I'UHLIt_SE ............................................................... ,--
DEPREC DEPREC

EOUIPNEN! EOUIPflENI GAIN ON TOTAL TAX pUHCHASF/ CASII SUN CAVIl PRESENT BUM FRE$
_ON|HS UNE TM0 SALE IRK EFF EFFECTS IIC SALE PRICE FLUM FLUM VALUE VALUE

..............................................................................................................................

B" H= V-

C 0 E F SUN(O,.F) -O,C_I | J SUNIH..J) L N N

27 O&-B5 13,|941 14.2911 t8.105| _,012 20.025 1200,2471 (177,2101 1177,2101 1176,21?1 1176.2111

_O 07-03 13,9941 14,2911 18,1051 3.012 3.Q12 1174.1901 2,970 1173.2411
29 00-05 13,§941 14,2911 18.105| 3.012 3,012 1171,1061 2,962 (170.2791
30 09-93 43.0941 14,2911 10.1851 3.012 3o012 ti60.115) 2.943 1161.3341

31 I0-05 13,894) 14.2911 19,1051 3,OI2 3,O12 1165.1631 2.929 (164,4051
32 11-85 13.0941 14,291) 48.185| 3.012 3.012 1162.1511 2.912 1161,493)

33 12-93 13.894) (4,2911 10¢1051 3,012 3,OI2 1159,1391 2,D96 1130,5911

34 01-06 13.8941 13.671) (7.3651 2,704 2,704 4156.3551 2.662 1155,9351
_3 02-06 13.9941 13,6711 (7,565) 2,704 7,104 1153,5711 2,647 1133,2091
36 03-86 (3,0941 13,6711 17,5651 2,704 2,784 i150.707) 2.63Z 113_.6371

37 04-0& (3,0941 13,i7|1 17,5651 2,704 2.704 4140,O031 2,617 1148 0391
38 03-96 43.8941 13.6711 17.5651 2.704 2.704 1145,2191 2.603 1145 4171

39 06-86 13.0941 13,671) (7,5651 2,704 2,784 4142.4]61 2.500 1142 0491
40 01-06 13.094) 13.6711 (7,565) 2,704 2,784 1139,652) 2.374 1140 275)

41 08-86 13,094) 13,6711 17,5631 2,704 2,784 1136.0661 2,555 (137 7161
42 0¥-06 (3,0941 13.6711 17,5651 2.706 2.704 1134.0041 2.545 1135 I111

_ 43 10-06 13.0941 13,67i1 17,5651 2,704 2.764 (131,3001 2,531 (132 6401
44 11-86 13,0941 13,6711 17,5651 2.794 2,764 120.5161 2.517 1130 1241
43 12-06 13.0941 13,67il 17,5651 2,704 2,184 125,7321 2.502 (127 6211
46 01-07 13,5041 13.5041 I.Z?O 1.290 124,4431 1.153 (126 4691

47 02-07 13,5041 13,5041 1,290 1.290 123.1531 1,146 1125 3221
40 03-07 13.5041 13,5041 1.290 1,290 121.064) 1.140 1124 1121

49 04-07 13,5041 431504) 1,290 1,290 170.5741 1,134 1123 0491

50 03-07 13,5041 13,504) 1,290 1.290 119.204t 1,127 1121 9211
31 06-67 13.5041 12,2_51 13,7291 2,108 14,45OI 44,459 42.157 117_1271 36,641 100 2811
52 07-07 13.5041 (3_5041 1.290 1.290 175,B]01 I.II5 104,1661

53 0|-07 13,5041 13.5041 1.290 1,290 174.5401 I,IO0 (03 0501
54 09-07 43,5041 13.5041 1,290 1.290 173,2591 1.102 161 9551
53 10-0I 13.5041 13.5041 1.2fO 1,290 (71,9691 1.096 (80 6591

56 i1°07 13.5041 43,5041 i,290 i.290 170.67f1 I.O90 179,7701
57 12-07 13,5041 13,5041 1,290 1,290 169,3901 1,0|4 170.6861
50 O1-00 0 0 0 169.3901 0 178.6061

39 O2-00 O 0 0 (69.3901 0 I70,6061
60 03-00 0 0 0 169.]901 0 170.6061

61 04-00 0 0 O 469.3901 0 11|,6161
62 03-00 0 0 0 169.]901 0 170.6061
63 06-00 14.O051 14,0051 1.474 10.0101 00,059 73.56) 4.173 59,776 110,II01
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The Purchase Alternative

It is then a simple matter to sum the cash flows in column K and to
eccumu]ate the cash flow and the present values. For this particular
example, the purchase ends up with the negative cash flow of $18,9]0.

The Lease Alternative -- Tax Effects

For the lease alternative, we are going to considel" that we se!l an
existing st_'ing of older technology disks and that we lease back that
string for two years nnd also lease a string of new technology ctisks for
three years -- the idea being to get rid of the older technology disk at
the end of the ad¢]itlonal two years. One of the tax effects for this
alternative is the gain or sale for selling the older technology disks to
the leasing company. The sale price was detcrmined between General
American and the leasing company to be approximately the book value of
the equipment in June 1985 ,,sing the five-year sum-of-digits
depreciation method. However, the gain or loss for tax purposes will
be based on the ACRS depreciation methc8.

Another tax effect is the lease payn_ents. The lease payments are a
direct cash flow in and of themselves, but they als_ have a tax effect.

The Lease Alter;_ative -- Cash Flows

Exhibit 3 shows the v_rious cash flows in the lease alternative.

Since we are selling the existing equipment in June 1985, the ACRS
depreciation schedule ends December 1984. The sale price estab]isheo
was $80,484. This produces a gain or. sale, which is actual]_ a loss, of
$59,587. This large loss is for tax purposes only. On the company's
regular books, the value of the equipment was close to the sale price of
$80,484. The lease prices established by the leasing company show a
lease for the older technology equipment of $5,618 and a bargain lease
price for the newer technology equipment of $],040. Also, for the
newer equiprr.e=!, we took the option of having the ITC pass through to
the lessee. The ITC recapture is still appropriate in beth cases: in
the case of the older equipment since we retained possession of the
equipment (even though title passed to the leasing company), and in
the case of _he newer technology equipment because we obtained the
ITC through a pass-through option. The tax effect is shown in column
V and is the tax rate times the sum of columns P through S. This

includes the gain on sale and the two leases. The cash flow (column
W) is tl_e sum of the leases, the sale of equipnlent, the ITC, and the
tax effect. The leases are a cash flow, and they product a tax effect.

Note, particularly, the large positive cash flows due to the sale of the
equipment, the ITC, and the tax effect of the gain on sale. This is a
first-month, total cash flow to the company of $118,266.

The Lease Alternative

The sum of the cash flows and the sum of the present values show that
the lease alternative has a positive cash-flow effect to the company of
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EXHIBIT 3

...................................................... LEASE .......................................................

OEPREC t_X [FF

BAIN ON EOUIPHENI SALE OF UF 5_LE CAGtl SBfl CASIt PRE_ENI SUH PRES
nONTH8 SALE ONE LEASEI LEASE2 EDU|PIHENT ITC AND LEASE FLUM FLOH VALUE VALUE

............................................................................................................................

V-SUHIP..SI M"

C P 0 R S T U t-C3K SUH(R...V) X Y Z
............................................................................................................................

21 0i-§5 159,i071 15,618| 11.0401 80.484 20,025 24.415 118.266 110.265 117.604 117.604

28 07-05 15,6161 11,O40) _,450 14,2081 114,058 (3,596( 114,O00
29 00-05 15.6181 11.0401 2.450 14.2091 109.050 13o5751 110.432

30 09-03 15,6161 (I,040) 2.450 (4,2081 !05.642 13,556) 106,075
31 10-85 (5,6191 (1,040) 2,450 14,2001 101,434 (3,5361 103,339

32 11-05 {5,6101 11,0401 2,450 14,2081 91.225 13,51&| 97.823
33 12-95 (5,6t8P 11,O401 2,450 14,2091 9_,010 13.4971 96,326

34 01-96 (5,610} (1,0401 2,450 14,2081 00,011 (3,4771 92,849
35 02-96 15_6101 (t,0401 2,450 14,2081 84,603 13.450) 09,371
36 03-66 15,610| (1_O40) 2,450 14,200) 00,393 13,4301 85,952
37 04-06 15o6101 11,0401 2,4_0 14,2091 76,107 15,4191 02.533
30 05-96 15,6181 11,040) 2,450 14,2081 71,979 (3,400) 79,133

39 06-86 15,6181 41o040) 2,450 14,2001 67.771 (3,3011 75,752
40 07-96 (St61BI (1,0401 2,4_0 (4,208! 63t56_ t3,3621 72,390
41 08-06 (5,6101 11,O401 2,430 (4,200) 59,356 13,3431 69,047
42 09-86 15,6181 11,0401 2,450 14,2081 55,148 13,3251 65.722

43 10-86 15,6181 ((,0401 2,4_0 (4.2081 50,940 (3,306! 62,416

44 11-96 15t6181 (1,0401 2,4_0 (4,2091 46.732 13.2891 59.120
45 12-96 15_6101 11,0401 2,4_0 f4,2081 42,_24 13,2691 55,85_

46 01-07 (51610P 11,O401 2_450 14,2001 38,316 13_2511 52,500
47 02"B7 (5,618) (1,0401 2_450 14,2001 34_100 13,233) 49,376
48 03-07 15,6101 11,0401 2,450 14,200_ 29,901 13o2(51 46,161
49 04-07 15,6181 11.0401 2,450 14,209) 25.69] (3.1971 42,964
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$25,071. Comparing the purchase a_c_ lease alternatives, one sees the
lease is favorable to the company" by $43,981.

Comments

In this particular example, on the sale of the older technology
equipment to the lessor, there was no book loss, although there wan a
large tax loss or, the sale. It in important that one reviews the
remaining book value of electremic data processing (EDP) equipment ,;m
the company's "regular" books. It is easy for the "regular" book value
to become out of sync with the "street" value of the equipment.

An unrealistic assumption was made regarding the two alternatives. To
bring both alternatives to an end, the equipment was sold at the end of
tileperiod in the purchase case, and the equipment was _iven back to
the leasing company in the lease case. More realistically, the
equipment, if purchased, would be kept for some time beyond the
analysis period. In the case of the lease, the newer technology equip-
merit would probably have been leased again at a somewhat higher lease
price than the ori_dnal lease, or the newer technology leased equipment
would be purchased through some sort of a negotiated sale.

It is _mportant to know if you are working wi_h a lease that is classified
as a capital lease er as an operating lease. In our illustrations, the
lease was considered to be an operating lease. We can do this because
we considered the two leases as a combined lease. A capital lease has a
different accounting and evaluation procedure. According to the
Financial Accountmg Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 13, a
capital lease occurs if any of the following is true:

i. The lease transfers ownership of the property to the lessor by the
end of _he lease,

2. The lease contains a bargain purchase option,

3. The lease term is equal to 75 percent or more of the economic llfe
of the leased property, or

4. The present value, at the beginning of the 1.ease, equals or
exceeds 90 percent of the excess of the fair market value of the
]ease¢i property to the lessor at the inception of the lease over amy
related ITC retained by the lessor and expected to be realized by
him.

Since no_e of these occurred in our illustration, we had an operating
)ease.

It is interesting to rote the effect these a_ternatives have on comp1:ter
rates and data processing budgets. Manx/ of the tax effects de not

make it back tc the data processing operating statements. Also,
_eprec_atien schedules are not the same for the regular becks and /or

the tax books. For the regular books, the sum-of-digits or
straight-line method generaEy is used. For the tax hooks, the ACRS
method is used. Depreciat]er_ is mot a cash flow, but it does influence
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data processing budgets and computer rates. Depreciation also
influences after-tax present-value analysis in that it produces a tax
effect. Finally, the gain or loss for tax purposes is not the same as a
gain or loss on the "regular" books.

What does this all net out to? Well, the present-value analysis may
show the lease as being the best alternative based on the total company

after-tax present value. Indeed, this is what the current analysis has
shown. However, the impact on the data processing budget or on
computer rates may show just the opposite result.

Which alternative did General American choose? We haven't come to a

conclusion yet. While the lease alternative looks better from an
after-tax present-value viewpoint, I suspect the purchase alternative
has an advantage in that we would really not sell the: eouipment at the
times used in this illustration. We would probably sell the older
technology equipment two to three years after :rune 1985 and sell the
newer technology equipment four to six years after June 1985. The
cash flows in these later periods are very favorable to purchase.

I hesitate to prepare five-to six-year cash flow analFses. There are
just too many unknowns out that far. The effect on computer rates is
a real question that must be dealt with.

MR. RICHARD K. KISCHUK: Every company needs to have at least a

limited planning process for capital expenditures. But by going much
beyond this, many companies may be putting the cart before the horse.

Capital budgeting is a process for allocating capital to various
activities. In order to do this, it is necessary to have some idea of
which activities might be the most attractive, so a company must have
some form of strategic planning. Before enhancing their capital
budgeting process, many companies should focus on improving their
strategic planning process first.

Capital budgeting techniques can tell you whether a given capitM
investment will be likely to cover the cost of capital, but il will not tee
you whether an activity is worth doing in the first place. Only good
strategic planning will tell you that; if an activity does not make good
strategic sense, it is not worth the effort of making a cost-benefit
analysis or looking at financing alternatives.

To make this more clear, look at the stages a company might go
through in becoming strategically managed. In stage one, there is
generall 5, no strategic planning. Financial plans are usuall:/ in the form
of annual budgets, and these are developed as projections from his-
torical results. There is generally no effective allocation of resources.
At this stage, companies are often organized functionally, making it
difficult to determine how much capital and other resources might be
devoted to various businesses.

As companies progress to stage two, they begin to do a limited amount
of strategic planning. However, planning is mainly internally focused
and is still based on a functional organization, At this stage, financial
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planning may be in the form of long-range forecasts. Resource
allocation is based on momentum. Most of the resources are allocated to

the largest profit centers; it is usually difficult for emerging profit
centers to acquire resources.

As a company moves to stage three, strategic planning becomes well
developed. Planning has an external focus and is concerned with
developing a sustainable competitive advantage. Creative alternatives
are looked at in deveJoping corporate strategy, and resources are
allocated in support of the company's strategic direction, Thus,
resources might be withdrawn from a large profit center which is
judged to be relatively unattractive. At the same time, a very small,
attractive profit center might receive a large percentage of the total
resources,

It generally takes at least three to five years for a company to make
the transition from stage two to stage three. This is the point where it
makes sense to begin developing a capital budgeting process. Other-
wise, a company may develop a strategic plan, only to find it is not
being implemented because resources are flowing to the wrong areas.

Finally, as a company moves into stage four, strategic planning becomes
fully developed. Competitive strategies become very sophisticated, All
elements of the organization are being integrated toward developing and
maintaining a sustained competitive advantage. Few companies have
achieved this stage of strategic management, even including companies
outside the insurance industry.

At Lincoln National, we feel we have progressed to the third stage of
strategic management. Our goal is to move to stage four within the
next several years.

If a company is engaged in man_y businesses, it becomes difficult to
manage strategically within a functional organization. At Lincoln
National, we are organized around strategic business units (SBUs).
Our SBUs tend to be defined on the basis or marketing distribution
systems, rather thar_ or a product basis. For example, we have several

SBUs marketing life insurance products, each through a different
distribution system -~ career agents, brokers, independent property/
casualtTf agents, employers, direct response, banks, financial planners,
and so on.

Each SBU is organized as a separate business and has its own
management team which is held accountable for its performance. While
there are a number of shared corporate services, SBUs are billed
monthly for the services they use. In many cases, SBUs have the
alternative of contracting for the same services from a third party.

This organization structure is critical. It allows corporate management
to evaluate the performance of each business and to control the al-
location of resources based on the relative attractivenes:;of each SBU.

Strategic planning is the basic tool we use to evaluate the attrac-
tiveness of each business unit for investment of corporate resources.
An St3U is judged to be "attractive" if it can both achieve a sustainable
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competitive adw, ntage and earn an ROE that equals or exceeds our cost
of capita, _. Our cost of capita1 ehzr_es continually because of changes
in external interest rates and char.ges in our capital mix. To give our
managers a fixed target, we have set a 15 percent ROE as our goal.

To manage capital, we need a process to ensure that capital is flowing
to the most attractive areas and expected returns are being realized.
Each SBU must develop an annual financial plan. This is a five-year
p]an. Key e!ements include the amount of capital each SBU plans to

use annually and the ROE it expects to earn each year.

Xhree different versions of the financial plan are produced each year as
the fi_nancial plan is negotiated between corporate and SBU may"age-
mentb.

During the fc.llowing year, financial results are reported monthly. Our
financla! reporting s_5_stem develops income _'_:atements and balance
sheets for every SBU. So each month, we can monitor the actuaJ
amour_t of capital used and the actual return, on that capital for every
SF, U. Management can react quickly if aetuM results begin to dc,_'iate
significantly from plan.

In n_any cases, several SBUs operate withi_ a single company, partic-
ularly at Lincoln National Life. To develop balance sheets for each
SBU, we need a way of allocating surplus among bt_siness units month-
ly. We do this by applying our required surplus formula to every
business unit each month.

Only by coincider.ce will the term required surplus For all of the SBUs
be the saree a:_ the total surplus for the company. The residual sur-
plus, positive or negative, is maintained in an unailocated surplus
account.

These elements of our planning process give us the ability to assess the
relative attractiveeess of various businesses for capital investment; plan
the amount of investmer.t in each business unit; monitor the actual

amount of capital being used and the return on that capital; and take
management actio_ during the year 'if results are deviating significantly
from plan. Rather than "capital budgeting", t llke to use the term
"strategic management of capita]" to describe this process.

In looking at the attractiveness of businesses for investmer_t, we also
look at businesses we are not currently involved in. When we find a
new business which might be attractive, this leads to a "buy versus
build" decision. Should we build the business from scratch, or should

we enter the business through acquisition?

Much has been written about "buy versus build" decisions from a
financial perspective. However, strategic considerations tend to be
most important. For example, it nlay take too _ong to build a start-up
business. Barriers to entr_? ma-f be prohibitive. A start-up ma_] be
too risky. In these cases, entry through acquisition may be the best
approach.
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On the other hand, there may not be any attractive companies available
for acquisition, or the cost of an acquisition max, be too high. Also,
acquisitions are not with risk. Recent studies have shown that most
acquisitions do not fulfilloriginal expectations.

Cne way out of this dilemma is to think in terms of joint ventures and
networking relationships. To be successful in the financial services
business today', it takes a variety of skills and resources -- money,
customer base, marketing skids, investment skills, data processing and
technical skills, underwriting and pricing skills, and so on. Few
organizations can be large enough and diverse enc_ugh to possess all of
the skills and resources that may be needed to take advantage of ali
attractive opportunities. Joint ventures and networks provide the
opportnnity for diverse organizations to work together on the basis of
the unique skills and resources they bring to the venture.

These ventures require careful structuring to maintain an entre-
preneurial culture and to provide the right financial incentives for all
parties. But they appear to be the wave of the future; this is a way
for companies of even modest size to participate in today's opportunities
in financial services.

The idea that only very large companies will have sufficient capital to

exploit these opportunities is incorrect. With geo(3 strategic planning,
careful allocation of capital _,_ndother resources, and clever structuring
of joint ventures and networking relationships, almost any company can
prosper in today's environment.

MR. NICHOLSON: We didn't discuss the differences between mutual

companies and stock companies in terms of looking at capital
expenditures, particularly in regard to the availability of capita] as a
resource. From their differing perspectives, I thought Mr. Irish and
My. Kischuk might want to comment on the relative availabilityof capital
in their companies, and how that might effect their evaluations of
various capital expenditure proprosals.

MR. KISCHUK: Recently, wetve been doing some additional thinking on
our capital budgeting process, and one conclusion we've reached is that
capita] is not a scarce resource for us. The scarce resource is
attractive business opportunities. Se we've placed a lot of emphasis on
trying to uncover ideas within the organization for attracting business
opportunities. Our feeling is, if the opportunity is attractive enough
or if it develops a high enough rate of return, then we ought to be
able to raise the capital from someplace in order to fund that

opportunity. New, having thought along those lines for quite a while,
and thinking about this particular panel, it occurred to roe that this
kind of reasoning might not apply to mutual companies, since it might
not be as easy to raise capital for these opportunities in a mutual
company.

MR. IRISH: That's quite right. A mutual company has different
considerations in raisir_g capital. A stock company can float a stock
issue to raise capital, but a mutual company Bas to depend on what is
essentially retained earnings. Many mutual companies that are growing
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rapidly are not throwing off enough earnings to support that growth.
In this case, their surplus, or their capital, is limiting. Other mutual
companies that are not growing as rapidly might feel this surplus is
quite adequate for the task and is not limiting.

Another consideration for a mutual company is linked to the opportunity
cost concept. Capital invested in a project or acquisition alternatively
might be used to pay policyholder dividends. This can be an important
equity consideration in a mutual company. You have to consider how

your policyholder's are affected by a capital expenditure; will it require
some of their dividends to be held back? it all adds up to a different
set of considerations for mutual companies. I'm not sure the actual
hurdle rates end up that much different in ma_y cases.

MR. THOMAS F. EASON: Mr. Irish remarked that using company
surplus should carry a higher price than assets. Could you elaborate
on that in the context of the general panel presentation?

MR. IRISH: The concept of investing surplus is one that is gaining
rapidly in our profession. The surplus required to support an
operation is considered an investmer_t in that operation and one on
which a return must be made. The return required is a return
consistent with other equity returns in the general business world.
From a stock company's point of view, we want to make an adequate
rate of return for our stockholders. From a mutual company's point of
view, we want to make an adequate return for our policyholders. In
either case, anything that uses surplus is something that should earn
the kind of return banks earn on their capital or manufacturing
companies earn on their equity. This is typically a higher rate, let's
say 12-15 percent after taxes, than you get from the investmer_t of
assets, which is typically 7-9 percent after taxes.

MR. EASON: I'm not sure if I agree with such a financially oriented
determination. It seems to me that you have to address the question of
what the company's objectives are. If your objective is, as ours is, to
provide more insurance to more people of the type we are in business
to provide, I'm not sure it's simply a matter of looking at what you can
make on the surplus that you could invest in new business. If 1 had
taken that view in my prior company, when competition was increasing
heavily on whole lifeproducts six years ago, we would have quit selling
business because we could not have a product that would make sense in
the marketplace and begin to approach the kind of bond yields available
in the late 1970s. So I understand what you say from an intellectual
and investment point of view, but I'm not sure what you say is the real
world in a mutual company in business to provide insurance.

MR. IRISH: In a mutual company, we sometimes reach the position
where continued healthy growth of the company is given a higher
priority by management than making a reasonable return on surplus.
In one sense, this is logical and businesslike; in another sense this is,
to some extent, an abandonment of the mutual concepts.

MR. KISCHUK: This question raises another issue, and that is how
strategic and financial management have to be combined. If you read
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the classic textbooks on financial management, they all tell your lifc is
simple. If you go through an IRR analysis or value analysis to
determine all the products that provide a return at least as great as

the hurdle rate, you do those projects providing a greater return, and
you don't do those projects providing a lesser return. The problem is

if you do that, and 3,ou look at the projects making the cut based on
the hurdle rate, you probably have a random group of projects that
strategically don't fit together for you. That's why you can't just rely
on capital budgeting to determine what you're going to do.

MR. EASON: Mr. Kischuk, you discussed the opportunities for
smaller-and medium-sized companies to participate, and you talked about
joint ventures a bit. There are several major companies seeking to
provide services in connection with administration of the new wave of
products. My company, the Union Central, is providing client-company
types of services for those who want to get into a couple of product
lines where we can develop some expertise. Would you elaborate on
that general st,.bject and relate it to capital budgeting from the point of
view of a company that might be interested in a joint venture,
client-company relationship, or some other business arrangement?

MR. KISCIIUK: If a company does a financial evaluation for getting
into a new product line or a new business venture, and if it takes into
account the computer systems that might be required, capital,
resources, and so on, it might be quick to conclude that getting into
that business is beyond its means. Yet that company may have a
customer base, marketing skills, or other unique attributes that might
be in demand by others who are looking to get into that business. A
logical way to go is to try to look for a joint venture partner;
somebody with deep pockets or somebody who may already have
developed the data processing systems needed or whatever other skills
might be missing. It could be that the combination of two or more joint

venture partners, under the right arrangement and the right
incentives, might be what is needed to approach that particular

business or market. Also, these kinds of arrangement are particularly
helpful for arrangements that involve diverse types of financial
institutions, for example, life and property/casualty companies, banks,
savings and loans, thrift institutions, data processing companies, and
so forth.

MR. EASON: Mr. Bauer, has General American looked into the capital
budgeting considerations of purchasing personal computers? How would
you proceed with such an analysis? More specifically, assume there's a
field force that has first-generation personal computers. The company
wants to install newer, more powerful machines while discarding the
old. What are the pitfalls and the approaches you might employ?

MR. BAUER: We have many persor, al computers in the field right now
in that situation. If we wanted to go to a newer technology -- faster
machines, larger storage, or more functionality -- our systems
development area would do a standard cost-benefit analysis to relate the
cost to benefits tangibly. We rarely go back to relating it to additional
premium or additional sales or whatever, but we try to relate the
expenses to any savings in time or aggravation that might occur. We
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have a capital budgeting plan that is developed along with our annual
plans. At the beginning ef the year, every cost center along with its
operating budget must say up front what its capital budgeting items will
be. This includes personal computers, copiers, or anything over
$1,000. If that list is approved, any deviation from that list needs an
officer's signature to make the additional capital expenditures.

MR. DAVID E. SUNDERLAND: I'm curious about the sensitivity of the
hurdle rate to the decision of which alternative is better. Is it

conceivable that picking _ different hurdle rate could reverse the
desirability of the alternatives, and how sensitive is the hurdle rate to
the net result?

MR. IRISH: The use of the NPV method at different hurdle rates gives
you a great deal el insight into what's going on. You can get the
situation where one project is preferable te another at a certain h_rdle
rate, arc] the situation might reverse itself at a different hurdle rate.
The question of which hurd;e rate to choose is not merely a matter of
increasing it until yet! have knocked out aI1 the projects you want to
knock out. it can also r3ake a difference in the ranking of projects,

MF_. SUNDERLAND: In Mr, Bauer's example, assuming a!l other tbi_gs
are equal after the illustrated time period, it seems obvious that the
lease-back is the most desirable alternative _rom an NPV basis. It is

conceivable that one of these two alternatives might have reversed itself
as to its attractiveness if you used an ROE concept?

MR. IP..ISH: One difference is that an ROE calculation would consider

book value. That might make a difference although I can't evaluate it
quantitatively. In many cases where surplus is considered your scarce
resource, sometimes _'ou have to bring in book value considerations,
aI_d it may affect your decision.

MR. BAUER: Book value is important. We have had cases where there
was a large, book loss or gain. It doesn't figure into the present-value
analysis; it's sort of a side factor. Also, that difference in book value
exists anyway. Realizing that, the company should do something to get
its book values in sync with the street value of the equipment. That's
why I cautioned about taking a look at your data processing equipmel_t.
We have right nov;, on our company's books, some terminals we put on
seven-year, straight-line depreciation three years ago. They're not
euite up to their book value as far as street value right now. Ke made
that discovery, and we're going to make an adjustment for it. If we
were going to try to get rid of that equipment, there's no reason to
include, it in the analysis because that particular transaction has to
occur anyway.

M'F. KISCHUK: We've found some of the same things, and because of

that, you learn to appreciate the value of technolog_ forecasting in this
kind of process. Otherwise you could wind up buying a mainframe,
o_ly to find out that the next day IBM comes out with a new mainframe
at twice the capacity and half the cost, and the value of the mainframe
you just bought plummets by about 75 percent. I don't know anybody,
who can forecast technology perfectly, ant part of the solution is to
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monitor what you have on your books and where you discover you're
carrying a book value significantly above the market value, face up to
the write-off and take it.

MR. DANIEL J. FITZGERALD: Is it appropriate to co_sider the
acquisition of a general agency from another company as an appropriate
use of capital? If so, how do you go about measuring the rate of
return on that investment of capital?

MR. IRISH: I have done some experiments with problems of that type

b_. using an opportunity cost approach, which looks at how much it
would take to develop that productive capacity internally. The costs to
hire the agents and train them and to set up a new agency and train a
new general agent are enormous.

MR. KISCHUK: That can be an appropriate use of capital. Part of the
value of doing something like this is that it csn tie into your strategic
plan. For example, in a given business, you might determine the
volume of business is too low, and you haven't achieved a critical mass.
Or you're trying to bolster you market position in a given area, and if
you don't do that, you may not he viable in that ares. You may need
to acquire a direct response agency in order to participate in the bank
marketplace. Many times the alternative to not doing something like
that may mean you're not viable in s particular business, and that cost
can be enormous. Therefore, you may just have to occasionally step
outside pure financial analysis and consider the strategic consequences
of not doing ser_ething and factor that into the analysis as well.

MR. NICHOLSON: Another way to look at the acquisition of a genera]
agency is to use a future-business-capacity calculation such as is used
in a value-added approach. The capita] required to acquire the general
agency should reflect its future business capacity. Its future business
capacity can be established by discounting future profits on future
sales of the agency to the date of acquisition. The discount rate used
in these calculations should reflect the rate of return the company
expects to earn on a capital investment of this type.

MR. FITZGERALD: Quite often when we deal with data processing

issues, data processing people will use the phrase 'Ztake a leap of
faith." This translates to "try rot to justify the investment in
technology based upon its rate of return where that technology can be
used as a competitive wagon." ttow would you respond to this kind of
reasoning ?

MR. BAUER: We do that all the time, particularly regarding the
Information Center. We get new equipment, and if we want to try it
out, we do a lot of prototyping. It's a cheap way of taking a 1nor at
equipment and seeing how it grabs our clients. For much of this
equipment, people will say they need it to run their businesses, and
they're willing to buy it. Increasingly, i±" the Vice President of a
particular area signs off on it, we'll usually let him or her have it.
The larger the request, the more information we request. Prototyping
is a way of introducing a piece of equipment into one part of the
company and letting it try it out. Many times you don't even know
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what you want to use that piece of equipment for, or what the benefit
will be until you get it. Once you get it, you find you're going to do
all sorts of things with it that you had no knowledge of when you first
thought of it. Therefore, a post-evaluation, say six months after you

got the equipment, will help you determine if you're doing the right
thing.

MR. KISCHUK: It should be obvious that whcn you get into a situation
like that, there's absolutely no way you can attach cash flows to that
kind of an investment because you k_ow hardly anything about _hat
it's used for or what the benefits might be.

One approach is to try to limit the investment in somethb_g like that
and take a look at it after the limit is reached. Tben look at your
increased level of knowledge and invest a little bit more. In each
stage, evaluate where you are. At some point, you might even k_ow
enough to do a present-value, cash-flow analysis.
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